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55. Lie derivatives in general space of paths.*

By Kentaro YANO.

Mathematical Institute., Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by S. KAKEYA, M.I.A., July 12, 1945.)

O. rnt.oductio. In a series of Notes published in these Proceedings,1)

the present author has studied the infinitesimal deformations in afSnely connec-

ted spaces. The main pul"se of the present Note is to study the infinitesimal

deformations in the general space of path. and to generalise some of the results

obtained in the above cited Notes. To my knowledge, there are only three
parers on the infinitesimal deformations in the generalised spaces, the papers by

M.S. Knebelman,) by S. Hokari’) and by E. T. Davies.)

In Paragraph 1, we expose some formulae in the geometry of general space

of paths which will be useful later. In the next Paragraph, we study the Lie

derivations of tensors whose components are functions not only of position but

also of direction. In Paragraph 3, we shall dofine the Lie derivatives of the

affine connection and study some of its fundamental properties.

In Paragraph 4, we study the afllne and projective collinoations in the

general space of pathwhich were also studied by M.S. Knebelman.

In tim last Paragraph, we define the deformed space whose components of

the affine connection are/,-]-DF, and calculate the curvature tensor of the

deformed space: The full detail will be published elsewhere.

1. Gene’al sacv oflgaths. A general space of paths is an n-dimensional

space in which is given a system of curves, called paths, such that through any

two points given in a properly restricted region, there passes one and only one

path. If we introduce, in this general space of paths, a system of coordinates
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the paths are represented the integral curves of a system of

differential uations

(1.1) da -- dxx
d-H(x, ):0 ds

where H(x, ) are homogeneous functions of the second degree in }*.

Thus the funotiom F(x, ).defined by

are symmetric with respect to the indices p anti r, and are homeneo of

degr zero in .
The law of tramormation of the functions under a crdinate tramfor-

marion x*:x*(x) may obini from (1.1) ami that the parameter

is invariant:

from which diflrentiati with rpect d remarki that

we have

, " 8x dx’(1.4) 1 ./=-dx- dx d d

where the solidus indicas the partial differentiation th reset to

The transformation law of x [i given by x, it will 1 eily

seen that the paial differentiation T/ of an arbitrary tenor T. th

respect to TM. giv a new temor havi one more covarit index.

The uations (1.4) show us that the quatiti defin by

(1.5) =F
are comnen of a mixed teor symmetric th reet t’ lower iudices.

The law of transformation of the hmctions Fi given by (1.3), v.e

can define the covariant derivative of any tensor T*o by

(1.6) T* T za; T ",-th, the semicolon inti the covarimt derivive wle the comma the

ordina derivative with react to x% The parallel proation of a vtor be-

defin by the vas of i covarit deffive, the functio are

cled the comnen of the ne connection in the general sce of pat.

Apping the deflation of cowtriant differentiation to the , we find that

say, * is a par,dlel veer field with rt to this ne condom
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The operation of eovariant differentiation is not commutative. The for-

mulae of Rieei

(1.7) T.,,,,;o-T.,,,;,,;,,,
--T.,R T.,R.,.o T. R T/,..

m obin .by a strhKorward cetflaon, where

(.8) R,. (r,, rlgY)

are the aomaon of ouature tnr of the oa, and 8atf the followi
identities

(1.9)
(1.10)
(1.11)

P.It, 0

/.=+ R. +R.--0,
R. R. R.

The lt two are identities of Bianchi.

we oommute the oratio of ovariant differentiation and of parti

differentiation with re@eot $, we find

,Fo T.Fo T.Fo.
Conoerni these orators, we have the identities-

(.3)
(.) * R R. Th Lie dorimtives o] tense,re. t us omidor an innitesima] de-

formation of th spaoe

(.1) + $*(z)d
woh dp]a the int zx to the innitoly aoar int +()dt, where $(z)
is a vr field defined at eve int of the e and dt is an infinitesimal

quantity. We shl oonoomo with o the quantities of the first order
ret to dt.

If o oider a soalr d](, ) t the int and dlao it from the

int g to an infinitely near int x, we have a vue f(, ) of f(x, )at x.
But the f(x, )i a scalar, we may sett we have

](, )=f(, ).
Thtts putting

(2.2)
we have

(2.3)
or in a tensor form,

(2.4)

Jg]=X, )-f(, ),
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We shall call Df the Lie derivative of the scalar f(x,
The Lie derivative of a scalar field being thus defined, we shall consider next

a contravariant ector field v(x, ) and define its Lie derivative in the following

mallller.

We consider a point P(,x’) and a point Q(x’+) which is infinitely near

to/’(xx) and lies on the direction given by , then we displace these two points

by the infinitesimal deformation (2.1)-
P(*) ’(*+ *dO,

thus, we have a vector 7v*(, )-.PQ] at whose components are given by

v*(’, ") v +,vdt
On the other hand, we have, at Q,

thus, putting

(.5) Jgv=(, ,)-*(, ),
we have

or, in tenor form,

Ts gives the Lie derivative of a contravari vtor field

Fooi ts deflation of Lie derivative, the Lie deritive

is identic zero.

To obin the Lie derivative of a covariant vecr field

arbitrary contravariant vtor field v*(x, ) and form a scar uxvx. Then from

the sumption for a scar field, we have

form wch we find

(2.8) D(uxv)=(Du,)v
Subituting (2.3) and (2.6) this uation, we find

from which we have

or, in tear form

(.o) Du= [u,; + "
the vr field vx bei quite arbitrary.
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The tensor form (2.10) may also be obtained, by substitution of (2.4) and

(2.7) in (2.8).
The Lie derivatives of a scalar, a contravariant vector aud a covariant vector

being thus obtained, the Lie derivative of an arbitrary tensor field of any type,

say, T... may be obtained rom the uatiou
(Tu’vw)=(DT,)uw +T(Du)vw +Tu(D+)w

+Tuv(Dw),
where u, v and wx are arbitrary vectors. The Lie derivative DT of T
thus obtained is

$ ’ "’-T T T1 .. + + .]dt
or, in tensor form

(2.12) DT=[T;,+T/$;-T$x;+T$;+T$;]dt
3. e Lie derivative of the ane connection F. To obtain the Lie

derivative of the ane connexion F we coider first a contravariant vector

vX(x, 2) and displace it parallelly from the int x to a nearby point xx+ dxX
then, we obcain a xx + dx,
(3.) (+dx, +d2)

Fv dx

We splace next the vectors v(x, ) and (x+dx, +dD) by the in-
filiitesima deformation (2.). Then we have two vector

at xx + $Xdt and

(3.2) x(+d, +d) vx + v/,Fx dx Fmdx
+ ($x.+ Sx..dx)(m+v,Frd_Frvdx)d

’ i.Fx dx -FvDx
+ [$xrv+ $.m%Fdxr_$X.l,vdxr + x "’d’dt

at +d respectively.

Now o obtain the splaced values () of the ne connectioa

F(x,) we assume that the vector () is parallel to the vector
z(2+d’+d) with respect to the varied affine connection(). The,
we obtMn

r(,)-/(, ),
wad subtitute (3.1), (3.2) and
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in (3.3), we find

vx +v/Fx dx --F’c’dx" + :-r’,v + vFd:c, ,. r"

=v" + ,vdt+(v+,.vdt)(F+F,dt+F/a ,x dr)
x (2 + ,viVdt)(dx +,x)

(, nF)(v+vvVdt)(dx-+ -,

from which we ve
(a.) rt= [ ,, F r a F Fx F : "’] dt

or igKform

Ttm tio (3.5) d (3.6) give the Lie derivative of the ne conncc-

tion F.
The umption on the deformed ne connection Fy Mso l expres-

by the formul

(3.7) v +$v +D(vx+ $v ) v +Dr* +8( +D)
where and 8 denote the covariant differential with rct to the original

comection and the deformed ine connection resctive.
Th from (3.7), we obtain

( 3.8) D$vX--SPv*=v"(DF)dx --#/,(DF)xTMdx".
The Lie deriwttive of the dx i zero, we ve, from (3.8),

(3.9) D(v;)--(DvX);--v(DF)--/,(DF)x
The anoo form fi)r a covariant vecr and a gener tenor are re-

speetively

and

(3.11)

D(u,) (Du) u),(DI’) u/,(Dr;,)o

--T D "’.(DF)-T;(DF.) T( F,,) T./(DF,).
These formulae give the law of commutation o[ the cwo operations the Lie

differentiation and covariant differentiation.

1 we replace he covarian differentiation by the partial differentiation with

resc to we obtain

(a.2)
(3.13)
(a.)
4.

curve x(s) satisfying the differential equations

(4,1) x (x dx ) dx

D(u/,) (Du)/ o,

Collincations in the generalized space. Consider a i)ath, that is, a
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If we displace the ei’ery point of the curve by au infifitesimal deformation

(.2) :()=x()+()d,
we have a new curve E(s). We shall k for flc nec:.sary and sufficieut condi-

tion that the new curve thus obtained also a path of the space. In order tha

it may the c, we must have the differential. uations of the form

d F ,
ds ds --k "--s] ds

Substituti (4.2) in these uations and mkig account of (4.1), we find

.$x dx dx +i
dx dx 8 dx(4.3) d +R ds d ds ds ds p ds

wlfich lefine the gesic deviation in the gener space of. Dtl.
Now suppo that the $* is a contravariant vector field dn in the

Then the ations (4.3) may writn as

(.) [,+R,;+ ..d: d. d:
F,,$ ; ds J ds ds p ds

If every path in the space is trano-rmed in another th by the inisi-

real deformation

x + #(x")dt
we sh call such an infinisimal deformation the inisimal profive oolline-

ation of the space.

In order that the soe admit an infinisimal broctive llinfion, the

uafions (4.4)m fised for every vue 0f , thus we bve)

(t.) ,.+R. +P : /,+/+//,
this condition is also scien.

.wo suppo ha th paramer s which is an for he oinal path

n for fl plac path, we haw g=O, and w nd, ins of (4.5),

In his c, we y ha he spaca an infinisimal ane collineafion.

5. Th d’med sce. Wov defin 1 Lie drivafiw Dv of a

conrvim vez ld by h form

D=(,)-(,).
Bu, stias,hDv is dn a " and no a

Tod ho vu of D.o a x, wo may rac by x and dt by --dt

or

6) M. S. Kncbolman, loc. cir., p. 541.
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(5.1) *(x, ."t,)=x(x, ") +Dv*

Similarly we have

(5.2)
for a covariant vector field,

(5.3) ,(x,k)=T(x,)+DT
hr a mixed tenor T and

(5.4) (x, )--F(x, ) +DF,
for the affine comaeetion.

e shall cM1 the deformed spac% the ace whose paramem of eonntion

arc given by 1 .
Denoti by the eovariant derivative with resct to "[, we hay% from

the defifition of

from wlfich

(5.5)
Similarly we have

(5.6)

=$v +D$v"

(.s)
(5.9)
(5.o)

respectively.

. $it+D&t
for a covariant vector field u and

(5.7) .,<,--6T., +D6T.w,
for a mixnt field T.+..

The form may writn

Now, the formulae of Ricci are

v/aR,
for the origin’al space and

for the deformed space.

On the other hand, we have

eouently

Rememri that =.t,+D a,d +D, we have

The formula ,11) may al obnd in the ollo manner.
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Substituting I --F+DF, in the uation
F,. (I ,-./. )+

we obtain

(5.12) " R D rD(D);

Substituting (3.6) in this tion, we find

from vhich

(5.13) - =R R

by viue of the identities (1.11), (1.13) and (1.1). The tion (5.13)
shows the vMidity of the equati (5.11).


